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BEING a CONTINUATION OF THE GAMBIER OBSERVER AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.

VOLUME XI.

Christ anb the Church ...Cruth an* 5-obe.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, OCTOBER IS, 1841.

TERM S— $2,50, PER AN X., IN ADVANCE.

NUMBER

42.

The health of the
ixumoers stop Savior by a holy life.
the former it opett3 up the Christians of a going down! With what regularity do the wat- persuasion or compulsion to eat his meat, druggerv to come at alt.
thousand hills—the Armenians, the Chai-! ers of the great deep ebb and flow, and all the • So, did men delight in God, what means this about the church door to chat abontevery thing missionaries is a fact worthy of notice, and
EDITED BY
deans, the Nestorians, the Maronites, the | processes of nature observe their appointed chan?jn? back from Him?
How is it that in the creatiou but religion, till the preacher’s calls for a song of gratitude to him in whose
REV. CKAnCET COT.TOW,
courses. And is it, that the human heart, the t»,c counsels and thoughts of their hearts, the voiep, commencing service, wakes them up hand our breath is. Of the eleven white la
Disciples
of
St.
John,
the
worshippers
of
the
“
AVIE.L.IA'TI JACKSON,
seat of unholy passions, and rude tumultuous de I the pressing persuasion of the Word, the to the fact that they are at the house of prayer, borers in this field, which has been considered
Devil, (who inhabit the Tengar Hills) and the
“
JOHN T. BROOKE,
sires, is ihe only place where God is not obeyed,
“
HI YKY V. O. JOHNS.
Arabs; but the time for the conveision of the and bis will not complied with? O what a stron? motions of the Holy Spirit, the shining and not at the town house! Some seek the so destructive of human life, but one has died,
latter has not yet come. To the merchant it miracle of wickedness is every ungodly, impeni i examples of the godly, the wise advice of most comfortable place in pews studiously while the general health of all the mission-'
j faithful friends, the sweet inducements of accommodated for repose, and in the very aries may be considered good.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, at CIXCIS5ATI ASD LOUISVILLE. 1 offers a market for the cottons of Manchester,
tent man! He appears as a dark blot on the
\\ e do not allude to these things so much
the cuilery of Birmingham, and all sorts of face of creation, that absorbs without reflecting j Pr.?c*°^s Proml^cs’ the sad menaces of fear- face and eyes of the preacher take their leave
printed at the Watm Church Pntt, Roger*’ Row, W«t Fourth-S*rtet,Cii.eiunatj.
of him in the total unconsciousness of deep as matters of intelligence, as we do for the
yea,
the
heavy
strokes
of
an
angry
tinkery; in return they might get the splendid or manifesting the image of its author; a jarring fu' evil;
............
Some not disposed of as the last purpose of suggesting to our readers the obli
Tams....Two Doli&re and Fifty Cent* per annum, payable in advance.
wool of Arabia, far superior to any thing I chord, that mars the sacred symphony of that Gtrni; yea, the tender mercies of a melting sleep.
ever saw at home; the cashmere wool which mighty harp whose every string tells in sweetest Father: yea, the bleeding wounds of a cruci named, examine with curious eyes every gation which rests upon us as Christians to
is brought to Bagdad, the gull nuts, the green music, that the band which framed and whhi fied Redeemer—how is it that none of these visible object but the speaker, and show vast be more and more engaged in the work of
Observer.
sandric, myrrh, the balsams of the south, touches it is divine . Let every ir’eligious man iL more prevail with them to a more ready interest in the rattle of every passing wheel, foreign missions. So far as our church has
pearls, diamonds and tourquoises from Persia; consider the host of4 wiiuesses around him, and walking with their God? Surely such back and the costume of every new comer. Some made any effort in the great work of sending
THE HAPPY HOME.
all
of which might be conveyed by steam up above him, which declare the power aud glor. wardness, such unwillingness in the service of take their dogs with them to eke out a scanty the gospel to the destitute, God has blessed
translated from the french.
congregation, and to give the church officers a the effort; and if we desire the salvation of
the Euphrates to Belis, thence to the Medi of God. Let him meditate upon the Divine God, cannot but be hateful to Him.
Majesty, the infinite excellence of the adorable
I love the hearth, where evening brings
chance to exercise t’ncir powers in keeping souls; if we hope to see activity, and zeal,
terranean, a four days’ journey.”
Jehovah. Let him ponder his divine and un
Her loved ones from their daily tasks;
them quiet. Now is there not some tendency and piety in our churches at home; if we
EXPEDITION FOR LIBERIA.
The British Indan possessions can now be
questionable right to receive from bis rational
Where virtue spreads her spotless wings,
in such things to make poor preaching; and would pray successfully for our own growth
reached independent of Egypt—the route is
The next expedition for Liberia will sail
creatures all prai-e, and honor, and blessing, and
And vice fell serpent! never basks,
shorter than by the Red Sea—the mission in thanksgiving. “The Lord hath prepared his from Norfolk, Virginia, on or near the 10th would not a prompt and thorough goiug re in grace,— we must not forget the dying com- ,
Where sweetly rings upon the ear
form, that should reach every biped or quad mand of Christ to his apostles and their sue- f
Persia is brought much nearer—and an Idi. n throne in the heavens, and his kingdom extend of October next.
The blooming daughter’s gentle song,
ruped of the congregation, have some influence cessors, ‘Go ye into all the world, and preach
army
can
be
thrown
into
the
heart
of
the
ed
over
all.
Blesa
t*>
Lord,
ye
bis
angels
that
This will probably be tire last expediton
Like heavenly music, whispered near;
the gospel to every creature.’ O, let Chris
Shah’s country, or into Syria, in afew weeks. excel in strength, that do his commandments, that the Colonization society will send out this in giving a new inspiration to the preacher?
While thrilling hearts the notes prolong.
3. Poorly paid preaching is likely to be tians remember the privations and sufferings
When you reflect upon the late troubles with hearkening unto the voice of his word. Bless year. We therefore call the attention of all per
For there the father sits in joy,
Persia, her former dogged obstinacy, and her ye the Lord, all ye his hosts, ye ministers of his sons contemplating going to Liberia to the fa poor preaching. It shrivels a man up terribly of the Savior to purchase salvation, and let
And there the cheerful mother smiles,
recent humiliating submission to England, it tbdt do his pleasure. Bless the Lord, all his vorable opportunity. Emigrants who have to be straightened about his temporal support. them be moved by this consideration to labor,
And there the lauglVer-loviiig boy,
can almost be imagined that the Shah heard works, in all places of his dominions. Bless the engaged their passage will please not fail to If he must movo in the hampers of all sorts of and to pray, and to give, that thp same blessed
With sportive tricks, the eve b’guiles,
shifts and expedients to make the ends of the truths which they profess to value may be
of this expedition, and that its success rather Lord, O my soul! —Kiv. John Forbes
reach Norfolk by that day well furnished with
And love, beyond what wordlings know,
year meet, he cannot sail freely and joyously imparted to others. It is a shame that we do „
accelerated the diplomatic movements of his
all
the
implements
cf
husbandry,
household
Like sunlight on the purest foam,
forth on the great sea of truth. He can only so little for the perishing souls for whom
Highness,
and
induced
him
to
make
atone

THE TOLLY AND DANGER OF SIN.
articles, and cooking utensils necessary to carDescends, and with its cheering glow,
play the puny part of creeping along shore. ('hrist died. Where is the zeal which burned
ment to the British Envoy.
Lights up the Christian’s happy home.
sy with them.
Consider
but
two
things:
first,
what
an
With this kind of care upon his shoulders, he in the breast of Paul and of the early Chris
In addition tX the above, the “Commerce,”
Persons wishing to send goods or packages
ungrateful thing; secondly, what a foolish
Contentment spreads her holy calm
cannot rise up to the stature and vigor of a tians ? Ail Christians cannot indeed go forth as
a Paris paper, publishes from a let'er Written
thing it is to be God’s enemy; as every man to Liberia will please forward them to our giant.
Around a resting-plcce so bright,
Ilis poor pay makes him feel poor. missionaries, hut all can do something for the
at Aleppo, in June last, a notice of the expe
is that continues in sin without returning to i agCCife tn Norfolk, Messrs. Soutter & Bell. And it is in poverty of spirit he undertakes a cause: and all are bound by their Christian
And gloomy sorrow finds a balm,
dition of Lieut. Campbell; and the writer Him.
First, how ungrateful!
lie is our All letters and papers for colonists may be forIn gazing at so fair a sight,
sermon.
Ilis thoughts will have a huc'of profession to make some effort for the pro
adds:
Father, anil, therefore, there is due to Him ' warded to them, or Colonization Society in
The world’s cold shelfishness departs.
poverty about them; chance if he docs not motion and extension of Christianity among
“
Documents
stolen
from
M.
Lascaris,
at
Washington.
And discord reors its front no more,
write his sermon on poor paper, and with a the heathen. And it may be safely said, the
Alexandria, in the year 1814, contained im honor: He is our Master, and therefore, there
Persons holding money in thier hands for
There pity s pearly tear-drop starts,
is due to him fear and service. He is our
poor pen, and move poorly, and with a sor more we do for others, the more God will do
portant
information
collected
by
this
gentle

And charity attends the door.
Benefactor: he left not himself without a wit the Society will please remit it as soon as pos rowful spirit, from the Alpha to the Omega of
man, who was despatched by the Emperor
for u.s. ‘There is that scattereth and yet in
sible.
ness; all we are, all we enjoy, is from him:
No biting scandal, fresh from hell,
it. And then he feels poorly prepared for the creased!, and there is that withholdeth more
Napoleon to explore Mesopotamia ami the
And we will consider it a special favor if our
He is the Fountain ofourlife: it isof Ilis nierev
Grates on the ear, or scalds the tongue;
pulpit, and what can the result be but poor that is meet, hut it tendeth to poverty.’ Look
Euphrates, in order to ascertain the possibility
annual subscribers whose subscriptions fall due
There kmd remembrance loves to dwell,
that
we
are
not
consumed:
Ilis
compassions
preaching.
Unlose this fettered bird, ye pa where We rnay, and, as a general title, it wil
of discovering a passage to India by the
And virtue’s meed is sweetly sung;
fail not; therefore there is due unto Him love about this time, will have the kindness to re rishioners. Take the lead from his wings, the
Orontes.
The British ministry determined
he found that those churches and those indi
member
us
in
this
our
time
of
need.
And human nature soars on high,
to verify those plans. Colonel Chesnev was and reverance: He is our Purchaser; He
We rely on the liberality of our friends to care from his heart, by promptly paving all viduals who are liberal in their missionary’
Where heavenly spirits love to roam,
bought
us
out
of
bondage
when
we
had
sold
arrearages, and amply meeting all his wants. contributions, are blessed in their own affairs,
deputed on this mission jn the year 1835.
And vice, as stalks it rudely by,
away ourselves; therefore there is due unto enable ns to get off. this expedition. Many of Give him the chance thus to spread his pin
Great
Britain
then
ascertained
that
the
Orontes
both spiritually and temporally.
Admires the Christian’s happy home.
the persons about to be sent must go soon, to
which falls into the Mediterranean, was navi Him fealty and homage; nay, lie humbled save them from hopeless bondage. Their ions, and see if his jqyful.and animated enter
Let us then urge upon our readers to be
Oft have I joined the lovely ones
gable as far asLatakia, (the ancient Antioch.) Himself in Christ to be our Brother, to be our hearts are seton going to Africa and who is the prise in his work does not stop the cry about more engaged in the missionary cause. It is
lie took our rags, our sores, our
Aroumd the bright and clieeerful hearth,
poor preaching.
<
—That the ancient harbor of Selucia, situate Husband.
the cause of God and of truth. It is the cause
person that will not aid them with the means ?
With lather, mother, daughter, sons,
3 The spiritual poverty of the Church is for which the Savior died; and the blessing
at the mouth of this river, could be rendered an diseases, and pain upon Him; and therefore They are all thrown upon the Society, and at
The brightest jewels of the earth,
Mind of God will rest on those who are willing to
excellent harbor at a small expense.
That there is due unto Him all fidelity and obe this time, when we arc obliged to buy more a fruitful source of poor preaching.
And while the world grew dark around,
acts on mind.
The glowing and animated, labor, and pray, and sacrifice, for its pro
it was easy to make a road to Aleppo, and dience.
territory,
the
burden
is
greater
than
we
know
And fashion called her senseless throng,
O what an aggravation -will this be against
minds of the saints are so many agents of motion.—Christian Witness.
thence to the Euphrates through the valleys,
I've fancied it was holy ground,
the faults of men at the last day, that they how tc sustain. Who will come soon and powerful excitement to the preacher. Their
and
that
the
distance,
45
leagues,
could
be
And that fair girl’s a seraph’s song.
have been committed against the very corf '^tTong Jo pur help £
prayerfulness, zeal, unity, and fidelity lift his
easily traversed. A coal bed was discovered
HANNAH MORE.
The Executive Commitee
He died for us
And swift as circles fade away
soul upward as on a rising and powerful tide.
at the foot of Mount Taurus, 1G leagues from sanguinity of God himself!
of
the
S
ociety
.
[Selected
from
Personal
Recollections, by Cliailotte
Upon the bosom of the deep,
Their devotedness to God cheers his inind, and
Taurus.
Near this coal bed, which is of when we were enemies: and we will con
Elizabeth.]
tinue
enemies
against
Him
that
died
for
us!
—
When pebbles tossed by boys at play
rouses thoughts that breathe, and puts upon
considerable extent, has been discovered an
My sojourn at Clifton brought me into perso
Disturb its still and glassy sleep,
AND ENOCH WALKED WITH GOD.
his lips words that burn.
He must preach
iron mine, which gives GO percent, of metal. And yet the folly is as great as the impiety.—
nal acquaintance with that venerable servant of
The hours have sped in pure delight,
Consider
what
God
is.
The
Judge
of
all
the
This is the only walk in which we can good sermons for the goodness of the saints,
These mines are surrounded with oak woods
And wandering forgot to roam
world! All eye to see, all ear to hear, all never go astray; and happy is he who, amidst enkindling his own, sets his soul on fire, and God, Hannah More. We bad for some lime cor
of great value.”
While waved the banners of the night,
hand to find out and punish, the sins and pro the innumerable paths by which he is sur the sacred, flame will he seen as he delivers the responded, and she had afforded me great en
The writer calculates that the journey may
couragement in my humble labours, taking an
Above the Christian’s happy home.
vocations that are done unto Him! A jealous rounded, is led to the proper walk! To walk messages of the Lord.
he made from Bombay to Liverpool in 34
especial interest in my attempts to instruct the
God!
And
jealousy
is
most
impatient
of
dis

The rose, that blooms in Sharons vale,
with God, we must take heed to every step of
days, viz: from Bombay to Belis, sixteen
The opposite course will he likely to secure deaf and dumb children. I had now the pleasure
affection.
A consuming lire ? who amongst Ilis providence and His grace—we must have
And scents ihe purple morning breath,
days; from Belis to Alexandrette, three days;
an opposite result. A slothful, wordly, stupid of showing her the progress made with Jack, who
us can dwell with devouring lire? who a holy fear of not keeping close to Him;
May in the shades of evening fail,
thence to Liverpool, fifteen days. 'The letter
church breaks down the spirits of a pastor. delighted her greatly, and who, to the last day of
amongst us can dwell with everlasting burn though He will never leave us, if we do not
And bend its crimson head in death;
concludes by suiting that there is no donbt
They fetter his ardent mind. They chill and his mortal existence, most fondly cherished the
And earth’s bright ones, amid the tomb,
ings? Do we provoke the Lord to jealousy; leave Him. We must maintain a sacred com
but that, in a few years, the. English will mo
cramp his enterprising spirit. A grand inspi memory of that sweet old lady. She was, indeed,
May, like the blushing rose, decay,
are we stronger than lie ? St. Paul hath munion with Him, and have our conversation
nopolize the trade of Bagdad, Bassora, Aleppo
ration of preaching is gone. Great responsi one of the excellent of the earth, permitted long
But still the deathless inind shall bloom.
resolved His own question before; as long as in heaven rather than on earth; we must feel
to beautify the church which she had so mainly
and
all
Mesopotamia.
bility
rests on those unfaithful saints.
When lime and nature fade away.
we are enemies, we are without strength. our hearts glow with a greater degree of love
Such fallen disciples, moreover, are often helped to strengthen and advance, and Io be an
And now for the clay to contend with the to Him; and, by the influence of His IIolv
And there amid a holier sphere,
the first to raise the cry of poor preaching. honour to the land where she nobly stood forth to
GALILEO,
repel the assaults of revolutionizing impiety.
potter, for the potsherd to smite the rock,— Spiiit upon our affections, become gradually
Where the archangel bows in awe,
T
’he preaching may bespirilual, and searching,
When suspected of the guilt of Atheism, took a for impotence to stand up against Omnipo
I often wonder that so little stress is laid upon
Where sits the king of glory near,
more assimilated to the divine nature. We and sanctifying, hut their moral sensibilities
straw from the floor of bis cell in the Inquisi tence; what a madness is it!
this branch of Mrs. More’s ex ensive labours.
And executes his perfect law,
must take His word for our directory.—Ilis have been benumbed by their worldliness. We hear much of her schools, her charities, her let
tion, and informed bis accusers, that in the con
The ransomed of the earth with joy,
Let us learn wisdom from our Savior's para pronr'.scs for onr food,—and His blessed Son
'They are too insensible to divine things, to ters, her devotional atffl educational publcations,
struction and design of that vegetable tube lie ble. Consider whether we with our ten thou
Shall in their robes of beauty come,
for our sole reliance,—making the foot of the discern the value of the ministrations they and all of these deserve the full celebrity that they
saw (lie hand ot God most distinctly revealed,
And find a rest withont alloy,
sand areable to go out against Him thatmeeteth cross our only resting place. If we thus walk
without the necessity < f any other evidence
enjoy.
They grope, and stumble, and cry have attained. But England should espacially bear
Amid the chrisian’s happy home.
F.
with twenty thousand ? whether we with our with God through the wilderness of life, he
whatever.
“darkness,” though it is mid-day. The pov in mind her effective championship of the good
Witness fy Adv.
But how should we stand reproved and self- ten thousand corruptions and lusts are able to will walk with us when we reach the dark erty is all in their own souls, and had they cause, by means most admirably adapted to its
condemned, from considering how little accord meet Him with twenty thousand angels and “valley of the shadow of death;” and though the spiritual and heavenly mind, the true furtherance among the most dangerous, and ge
ance in general there is between the demonstra judgments ! And when we are indeed con we cannot hope for the same translation as meekness and docility of the Gospel, their nerally speaking, the most unapproachable class
EXPLORATION OF THE EUPHRATES.
tions of God which are daily and unceasingly vinced that in his presence no flesh living Enoch, still, like him, “we shall not be, be despised pastor's doctrine would “drop as the —a class who congregated in ale-houses to hear
The following interesting account of the pouring in around us, and the ordinary tenor and shall be justified; that it is a fearful thing to
the inflammatory harrangues of seditious traitors,
cause God hath taken us.”
rain,und distil like the dew.”
expedition of Lieut. Campbell under the di habitude of our minds? What folly, what in- fall into the hands of the living God; that our
while as yet Bibles were scarce, religious tracts
Reader,
do
you
think
you
have
poor
preach

rection of the British East India Company, is consideration, what enmity against God, charac hands will not be strong, nor our hearts en
not in existence, and district visiting unthought
ing
in
your
place
of
worship?
Will
you
not
POOR PREACHING.
from a London letter in the New York Journal terize the heart and thoughts of man! The dure, in the day when He will have to do with
of. In a lady of refined taste, and rare a<comwhole scene of nature and providence is fitted us.
of Commerce:
It would be hazardous to deny that there is inquire whether thefe may not be causes of plishments in the higher style of writing, to
How can we choose but send forth an
it
which
take
from
the
preacher
some
at
least,
The news of the expedition up the Eu to arrest and to fix our attention upon him who embassage? especially since he is not a great some such preaching. And we will not hold
volunteer in a work so new, and to furnish the
Is their nothing in press with a scries of plain truths, dressed in most
phrates is of a most gratifying character for ruleth over all, and who is everywhere present; way off (as it is in the parable) but staudeth a shield over the head of that man, whose fee of the responsibility?
its projectors.
A long account is given in beholding the evil and the good. The morning before the door,’’ and is nigh at hand, and ble faith, sloth, or worldliness makes his your place of worship, nothing in the deport homely phrase, rendered attractive bv lively nar
the Liverpool papers, from which it appears proclaims his loving kindness, and the evening will not tarry; an embassage of repentance to preaching poor. We would use a rod rather, ment of the hearers—nothing in the preacher’s rative and even drollery, and the whole brought
that almost eighteen months ago, a vessel be-' his faithfulness. The varied seasons of the roll give up our armor,—to judge ourselves,—to though we would he careful that that rod support, or the state of the church that may down to the level of coarse, uniformed minds,
longing to a commercial house at Liverpool, ing year all speak of him. Whether it be the make ourselves vile before him, and he hum should be a twig broken from the tree of broth have an unhappy influence on the preaching ? while circulated in form to come within thenarhowling blasts of winter, or the gentle opening
May there not be something in the state of row means of the lowest mechanics—this was
sailed with sealed instructions, having on of the budding spring—the gay luxuriance of bled under his nnghty hand, and sue for con erly love.
board two iron steamboats and a large cargo. blooming summer, or the abundant riches of ga ditions of peace.—Bishop Reynolds.
But there are some causes for poor preach your own heart that has an important bearing an enterprise worthy especial note, even bad not
I do not say that any of God openly blessed it to the turning of that for
Ihe captain opened his instuctions in the thered autumn, that draw our attention to God,
ing not found in a preacher. 1.
poor on this subject ?
these
things,
or
all
of
them justify poor preach midable tide. When 1 looked upon the placid
Persian Gulf, and found that the steamers all direct us to lift the hymn of gratitude to lrs
place of worship is apt to make poor preach
THE BENEFIT OF EARLY IMPRESSIONS.
ing.
His
is
a
fearful
responsibility who suf but animated countenance of the aged saint, as
ing.
You cannot look round in some of the
were belonging to the East India Company, name who has fixed their ordinances with a regu
fers
them
to
do
it.
But, in a matter of so she sate in her bow-window looking out upon
When
the
prodigal
son
came
to
himself,
he
sanctuaries of the land without suffering a chill
and that three vessels were to form a flotilla larity that shall endure as long as the earth re
much
interest,
it
is
of
the
utmost consequence the fair fields, the still inviolate shores of her be
thought
upon
the
happiness
of
his
father
’
s
for the purpose of ascertaining the important mains. The universe is replete with the evi
morally—and a chill physically, if you enter
that
men
be
sure
they
bring
the right criminal loved country, I thought more of her ‘cheap re
fact, whether the Euphrates was navigable. dences of his presence—the traces and manifes house; he recalled the innocent recollections them between November and April.
*
*
pository tracts’ than of all her other works com
* '
*
*
«
*
*
•» to justice.—Boston Recorder.
Ihe expedition sailed up it 1,100 miles from tations of his divine perfections. When you of his infant years. In all such cases, there *
bined.
•is mouth !
Mr. Floyd-, the surgeon to the look to the heavens you behold the magnificence is a return to past impressions. An eminent Some of these places of worship are enor
When I saw Hannah More she was really at
AFRICAN MISSION.
expedition, has written a very interesting fly- of his creative and constructive power, in those Christian, the great Saint Augustine, has left mously large in proportion to the congrega
ease in her possessions ; and none who loved her
sketch of the same.
He states that he has vast systems, receding into endless space, which us the instructive record of his early training, tion. The preacher must encounter a frightful
The Episcopalians in Boston were favored less than the Lord himself did would have laid a
•ravelled over a greater part of Mesopotamia, perform in immeasurable fields their majestic his subsequent wanderings, and his final number of empty pews in search of a hearer. on Sunday last, with a visit from Rev. Mr. sorrow upon her gray hairs. Man would have
and ceaseless revolutions. When you walk restoration. There is one inimitable passage,
I hen there are large tracts of uninhabited terri Paine, who is connected with our Mission to decreed, that such a full-ripe shock of corn should
got whipped, plundered, and has been enabled
abroid through nature’s landscapes, each scene of
•o trace the route of the ten thousand Greeks loveliness that meets your eye, each object of in full of hope and consolation for anxious and tory. The pulpit is so high that the ascend Western Africa, and who, after a residence of be brought into the garner without further ruff
under the younger Cyrus. His letter is dated terest that fixes your attention, all the organiza afflicted parents. His excellent mother was ing preacher cannot hut realize he is leaving nearly four years at the mission, returned to ling or shaking. She had suffered exceedingly
in deep affliction for his youthful errors; 1111 ihe world otherwise than morally. It requires the United States for a few months.
from Belis, near Aleppo, at which place the
from rheumatism and other ailments, and yet
tion and beauty that you admire, whether in
ii'er was “400 yards broad and very deep.” things animate or inanimate, the very flowers of her sorrow she consulted the good and pious good nerves to keep from being dizzy. Then
It was gratifying to hear from him more in more from the tongue of calumny, and the hand
Phe banks of this river were well cultivated, the earth, the grass of the field, or the insect Archbishop of .Milan; and his reply should he must shout down to the regions below that detail, what those who have kept his mission of ingratitude. She was an illustration of that
and the several islands which studded it, beau that almost eludes your observation as it fulfils never be forgotten;—“Fear not, my daugh the people may know there is somebody some in view were not ignorant of, that the labors striking couplet,
tifully wooded. The only impediment to its its ephemeral destiny, all proclaim to you the ter,” said the venerable Ambrose; “it is im where above them. The exterior of the house of the missionaries have not been in vain; « Envy will merit as its shade pursue,
na'igation, or more properly speaking, the being and the perfections of him who is the uni possible that the child of such tears should never had an acquaintance with a paint brush; and that, notwithstanding the discouragements And, like the shadow, proves the substance true.4
°nly obstacles, consisted of the remains of the versal parent of all; antUvltose every work re perish.” This child, wanderer though he and looks dark and gloomy, as if frowning at tinder which the enterprise was commenced, She had, however, triumphed over all, by meekly
Water wheels used for irrigation, 300 having veals h.m to be ex client in working and won had been, lived to become a most distinguished such neglect. Many a clap-hoard has long and which must, in a greater or less degree, committing her cause to Him who judgeth right
"een found in a distance of 130 miles. These derful in counsel. But instead of telling you object, and champion, of the converting grace since ceased having attachment to the sanctu attend all efforts to preach the gospel to the eously ; and now she seemed to be placed be
where you may find God, let us rather ask, of God; a disciple of the school ol the con ary, and many a shingle has taken advantuge heathen,—notwithstanding the degradation, yond the reach of further molestation; and about
"heels are only low down the river.
“The Tigris to Mosul,” says this gentle- Where is he not? Can you flee from his pre- verted St Paul, no less remarkable than was of a fair wind to go in pursuilof the deserters. ignorance, and superstition of the native to end her useful life in peace. But she had an
sehcc, or hide yourselves from his Spirit, or leave St. Chvsoslotn of the school of the beloved
nian, the site of ancient Nineveh, and the
\\ hat wonder if you have poor preaching in African, they have, by the divine blessing other lesson to give to the people of God, an
Euphrates to Belis—I might say to the heart behind you the proofs of his existence, or escape disciple.—.VcM.
such a sanctuary. This is hut putting like which has attended their efforts, succeeded in other fire in which to glorify him ; and not long
after 1 saw her reclining in that lovely retreat
°f Taurus (for we may go higher)—is now beyond the limits of his authority and of his
and like together. ’The unhappy preacher establishing schools at three stations, and have
laws? The creation, throughout all its depart BACKWARDNESS IN THE SERVICE OF
which had grown up about her, a perfect bower
Proved navigable. May enterprise drive from ments, is a witness for God, and an impressive
studies his sermon with all the undesirablenes as many scholars as they are able to instruct.
from slips and seeds of her own planting, as she
GOD REPROVED.
•his field the Austrian and Russian who now
of
his
forlorn
place
of
worship
stalking
like
A
religions
impression
has
been
made
on
the
demonstration of accordance to his sovereign
delighted to tell us, she was actually driven out
A stone needs not to be driven downwards, gloomy ghosts before him. What wonder if native character; and some who four or five of her little paradise, compelled to leave the sha
Occupy it, and may civilization, flying on the will. It responds to every impulse of his power,
"mgs of commerce, carry with it the blessings and fulfils every dictate of his mind. How because that motion is suitable to it, and it their foot prims are seen all over the sermon. years since were livingxatnid all the darkness dow of her nursling trees, and to cast a tearful
m the gospel salvation ! Yea, here is a fine pointedly does the sun, from day to day, keep affects the'centre.
The eagle flies willingly
2. Poor hearers make poor preaching. of heathenism, have been truly converted, and farewell look on the smiling flowers, and to turn
odd for the missionary and merchant. To his track and observe his time of rising and of to his prey. A hungry man needs not either Some conic lingering and late, as if it were a arc now’ adorning the doctrine of God our away from the bright sea and the waving line ®f
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her Cheddar hills, to find a lodging in the neigh
bouring town ; and all through treachery, domes
tic treachery against her whose whole life had
been a course of unsparing beneficence towards
others ! Hannah More, perhaps, needed to be a.
gain reminded, tha she must do all her works “ as
to the Lord,” looking to him alone for acceptance
of them ; or if she needed it not, others did ; and
often since she entered into her Saviour's pre
sence, « to go no more out,” has the scene of
the last trial to which her generous, confiding,
affectionate spirit was subjected, been blessed to
the consolation of others. God’s children find
that it is good for themselves that they should be
afflicted; but they do not always remember how
good it is for the church that they should be so.
They look within, and seeing so much there dai
ly “ jusly deserving God's wrath and condemna
tion,” they liestill in his hand, willing and thank
ful to have the dross purged out, and all the tin
taken away. Their fellows look on, and not
seeing the desperate wickedness of their hearts,
but fondly believing them to be as near perfection
as human frailty will permit, they argue, ‘-If
such a saint as----- be thus chastened and correc
ted, what must a sinner like me expect?” So
they learn watchfulness and fear in the day of
prosperity ; and when acversity comes they are
enabled more lovinglv to kiss the rod,
Oh,'if
we could see but a little of the Lord's dealings,
in all thier bearings, how should we praise him
for his goodness, and the wonders that he doeth
unto the children of men ! VVhat^ profit, what
pleasure has He in afflicting us ? Surely it is,
so to speak, more trouble to correct than to
leave us alone; and he would not twine the
small cords into a scourge unless to cleanse and
sanctify his temple.—Sunday-School Journal.
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For me Western Episcopal o's<rver.
siding Bishop, assisted by the other Bishops.
Missionary Notice (Domastic.)— The
; for theirs is The number of clergy present have been esti- Rev. Timothy Minor has resigned his appoint
the kingdom of heaven, math. v. 3.
mated at near three hundred.
ment as a missionary in Illinois.
The Rev. Z. II. Goldsmith, of Maryland,
In the day of the spirit and power “ the lofThe religious services being over, the Bishops
ty looks ofinan are humbled, the hanghtiness retired, and the House of clerical and lay deputies has been appointed a missionary in Iowa, and
of man is bowed down, and the Lord also is was organized. Dr. Wyatt of Maryland, was assigned to Davenport and its vicinity ; and
exalted in that day . Isa. II. 11.— Then a elected President, and Dr. Anthon of New York, the Rev. John G. Hull, of Connecticut, a mis
sionary in Missouri, and been assigned to the
mans own righteousness, wherein he trusted, Secretary. After some further preliminary businew station at Sarcoxie and vicinity, in the
is seen as filthy rags.
His strenght he boas-!
.■
,.
.
'
.
led of, is found .o be perfect weuknes ; his "CS\,he Ct»7"ll0“
<° '»«* ■» southwestern part of the state.-Ajut'rtV ofMish

God thanks for the piety of this age, if it
Expenditures have been as follows:
sought to manifest itself in such a beneficial
For household expenses - - $353
form. We earnestly hope that the subject
“ Disbursal by the purchasing
115
will receive the attention which it deserves.
Committee.................................
Especially should measures be taken, in re
“ Paid Mrs. Bacon in account
ference to all our new states and territories,
Salany - ------ 150
to provide for holding in security, (in future,)
47 50
“ Servant’s wages - - - for the benefit of the Church, all such lands
10 78
“ Sundry repairs in Store Arc.
as may conic into her hands, and for promo
“ Building Shed pr. agreement 101 50
ting the views of the pious donors who may
“ for Coal ------ - 88 00
thus follow primitive practice, in making the
heart, it. which he gloried as good, is found ISu Joh“ 5 yLapel to morrow morning., 9 o'clock,
amount $842 62
to be dreatlully and desperately wicked. Then
Ihere is already here an unusually large
Funds for Domestic Missions.—The Do Church an inheritor of a part of their earthly
possessions^
/ft.
Leaving a balance in the Treasury
he becomes in bis own eyes a poor sinner, representation of the several Dioceses, and the mestic Committee call attention to the low
of........................................ $16 20
He knows his poverty; he feels his wret- J present seems to be felt by all to be a very state of their funds and the necessity of early
The Managers are still indebted to Mrs.
chedneos. 1 hits, when Jesus alone is exal- solemn and important assembly of the Church, remittances in order to meet existing obliga
Foreign Stations.— The Committee ha
Bacon for services from 27th of May last,
te in his sight, he btcomes little, dull, anti May the great Head of the Church preside over tions.
ving already appropriated $12,000 for the
about $50 thus showing themselves in ar
mean in his own eyes ; that he is poor in Spi
support of these stations the coming year,
and bless all its deliberations.
rears about $34. They have out at interest,
rit, a mere beggar, who must be wholly indeb
earnestly
request
that
early
provision
may
be
Domestic Missionaries—who are nee
to be appropriated to building $660—drawing
Tuesday, Oct. 7, IS41.
ted to free-grace bonty and free-gift mercy.
ded.—The Senior Missionary Bishop in a made to meet the current expenses. The
1 hough he sees his state to be guilty, wret
The Convention met this morning pursuant to recent address to the Convention of Indiana, postponement in contributing until the close interest from June 1810.
Louisville Oct. 5th 1841.
ched. and desperate, yet he is blessed : Why adjournment. The busisess of to-day has been makes the following general statement in re of the missionary year, has threatened serious
In addition to Donations in money as men
so?” Merely because he sees and knows him mostly preliminary, such as the appointment of ference to the kind of men needed in the Do embarrassment, as the remittances are requi
tioned in the above Report, the Board grate
self to be wretched, poor miserable, blind, committees, &c. <Stc. A resolution was passed mestic Department:—
red to be in hand some months before expen
fully acknowledge the following articles re
and naked ? Alas ! this knowledge, like Job’s
“ The experience of my clerical brethren, ded at the several missions ; and the payment ceived during the past year at the Asylum
requesting the House of Bishops to express their
friends, would prove but a miserable comfor
and of myself, fully authorizes the declaration of several amounts now due from the Com
From Mrs. C. Thompson, Spare-ribs und
ter to his soul. He can no more trust in his opinion as to the proper place, in the morning —for we know it from a deep conviction of mittee, has been necessarily delayed, for
Sausage meat,
known poverty and rags to intitle him to the or evening service, for the introduction of the ear own imperfections—that able men, tho want of unds.
' /ft.
“
Mrs.
Leight, 33 yds. Check and I
kingdom, than in his fancied robes and riches. “occasional prayers,” in order to securea greater roughly instructed as sound divines, and pre
dox. spool entton.
But such are blessed and happy, because the degree of uniformity than at present prevails in pared to refute every error, and only such,
“ Nrs. Griswold, ] doz. Spelling biniks.
I he English Expedition to the in
grace of the kingdom is in their hearts now, in the use of the same.
“ W. B. Clifton & Co., 1 bbl. Salt,
should come to the West. Those who can terior of Africa, composed of three iron
and theirs is the kingdom of heaven in glo
“ B. O. Davis, 1 bbl. Flour.
The delegation from the Diocese of Delaware not succeed at the East—who are illiterate, steamers and a vessel with supplies, and ha
ry.” Most joyful consideration ! They are
“ J. W. Alhy, 1 bbl. Apples.
presented to the Convention the proper testimo ignorant of human nature, indolent, or charac ving 400 persons attached to it, left Monrovia
chosen to it by the love of the father ; they
“
Mrs. Snead, 4 bb. Brown Sugar.
terized
by
great
peculiarities,
would
be
use

for the river Niger on the 6th July.
“ T. Snead, nearly a bbl. of Coffee,
are blessed in Christ Jesus with all spiritual nials of the election of the Rev. Alfred Lee to less here. The post demands skilful, vigi
B
aptist
M
isionary
up
the
R
iver
N
i

“ Mis Worsley, a Bedstead, a Sofa, and
blessings ; and as an evidence of this, the Ho the Episcopate of that Diocese, which were lant, and brave soldiers, ready to endure hard
ger.—The following extract from a letter ad
two bbls. Sundries.
ly Spirit bestows on them “ wisjdom and re- found satisfactory by a Committee appointed for ships for the Great Captain of our salvation.
dressed to the Rev. Dr. Savage, at Cape Pal
“ Mrs. Snead, 24 bbls. Potatoes.
their examination, and the Committee resolved How useless to send to such a station the mai
valation
in
the
knowledge
of
Jesus
he
inMY SISTER’S GRAVE.
mas, by the Rev. John Clarke, a missionary
“ Mrs. Capt.gAiliy, 1 gallon Molasses.
lightens the eyes of their understanding ; then to proceed to the signing the requisite testimo med, the careless, or the unlearned !” lb
in the above expedition, furnishes the latest in
“ Mr. Cowgill, I load Wood.
Tis many a long and weary year
they know what is the hope of their calling, nials preparatory to his consecration. Bishop
telligence of its progress. The letter bears
“ Mrs. Everett, 21 yds. Calico.
Since, sister dear, thy form was laid
and what is the riches of the glory of his in Meade arrived and took his seat in the house of
“ Mr. Robinson, 36 yds. Calico, 3 yds.
To moulder in the sepulchre,
P
rayer for laborers in the harvest.— date, Fernando Po. March 1, 1841.
heritance in the saints.
Eph. 1. 17. 18.
Bombazette & Tape.
And blight among the lowly dead.
“ We think this a healthy place. The
Bishops to-day. I am not sufficiently advised of In view of the great need of missionaries,
How unspeakably blessed ! immensely rich
“ a friend thro’ Mrs. Barney, 2 cheeses
high land is near, and there is a cleared road
the
doings
of
the
house
of
Bishops
to
give
you
Bishop
Kemper
in
the
same
address
says
.
—
Tis many a long and weary year
are the poor in spirit! “ Having nothing in
& 4 bbl. Coffee.
“Scattered over a wide extent of country, 3,000 feet up the mountain: a house could
And yet it seems but yesterday—
themselves, yet possessing all things in Christ any correct account.
“
Mrs.
Speed, 1 bbl. Vinegar.
and experiencing all the trials and (.lisconrage- be built there, and would be above fever range,
The same fond flowers are blooming here,
Yours very truly,
B.
“ Mrs. Jackson, some Apples ano Sweet
Jesus !”------ It is usual in worldly commerce,
and
only
8
to
10
miles
from
Clarence,
and
ments to which first missionaries are neces
And spreading out their leaflets gay.
Potatoes.
where a person’s credit is not established, to
sarily exposed, how must my brethren in the within 4 or 5 miles of four native towns. At.
“ Mr. Bacon, Several quarts of milk
value himself upon the credit of some rich
My sister’s grave! lthath for me
MR. JAMES’ BOOKSTORE.
ministry feel the want of more laborers in the Cameroons too, we think there is a good open
every day for u month.
A charm to soothe all cares and wo,
person ; so he gains credit and repute. Thus
We take pleasure in calling the attention of vineyard of the Lord—of coworkers who can ing for an entrance Io the most depraved and
The Managers would take this oppertunity
A gleam, the shadowy past to see,
the poor sinner values himself upon the riches
degarded creatures that Africa can produce.
My God's decrees and ways to know.
oi Jesus Christ for all esteem and acceptance our readers to the advertisements of Mr. U. P. sympathize in their sorrows and participate We now anxiously pray to God to open a way to remind their Frieds in the country, how
much the expenses of the asylum, have, in
of
their
joy
—
who
can
manfully
oppose
all
J
ames
,
in
another
part
of
our
paper
to-day.
Mr.
in the sight of God, and herein we have con
That little mound! it wakes again
lor us to ascend the Niger ; and we hope at former years been diminished by their kind
the
wiles
of
our
enemies
—
and
who
will
de

James
’
slock
of
books
is
very
extensive,
and
of

fidence for all things.
The merry chime of other years,
the confluence of the Tshadda. or some other
Who is our wisdom ? Jesus. Who is our fered on liberal terms. He possesses facilities light in proclaiming the blessed Gospel of Je favorable spot, to find a safe locality for the contributions in vegetable &c. &c. they solicit
It tells of childhood’s fancies vain,
a continuance of such favors.
sus
Christ
to
perishing
sinners.
Under
a
deep
righteousness ? Jesus. Who is our sanctifi for answering any orders for rare works, with
It swells the fount of bitter tears.
sense of the spiritual wants of our infant Dio messengers of mercy, for the heralds of the
cation ? Jesus. Who is our redemption ? Je great promptness.
They come, they come, the happy days
cese, and until other measures are adopted, 1 Lord ol life. Then, if spared, we shall re
1)R. PUSEY IN DUBLIN.
sus.
That claim my memory’s friendship yet,
suggest,
especially to the clergy, the propriety turn (by you if we can) to England, and do
He
is
our
glory,
our
crown,
our
hope,
and
To
the
Editor of the London Eccord.
Their careless thoughts, their joyous plays,
all that we can to arouse the churches to care
The Hannahs : or Maternal Influence on Sons. of devoting the Ember days to fasting and
our
daily
rejoicing.
Their untried hopes, I ne’er forget.
for the souls of the sons of Africa.”
Silt:—In the Morning Post of Monday,
Here O soul, is thy precious inventory ! By Robert Phillip. New York: D. Appleton prayer, during which, in our private devotions,
August 23, 1841, is the following very singuf
let
us
implore
the
Lord
of
the
harvest
to
send
I see thee yet, my sister dear,
Read it, and rejoice at thy riches. “ All & Co. 12 mo. pp. 30S.
As when thou wert my boyhood's joy,
forth laborers into his harvest; and to give to
Texas.—The Rev. Benjamin Eaton, after lar announcement:—“Five ladies were recei
tilings are yours
ministers, the world, life,
This is one of the best of Phillip’s little works. those who shall be ordained to any holy func laboring successfully at Galveston for seven ved on Friday morning into the Convent of
That welcome smile thy features wear,
death, things present, things to come, all are
There
No.mother can read it without having her heart tion, his grace and heavenly benediction ; months, where lie has been-the instrument ofi the Sisters of Mercy, Baggot-street.
The same blithe sports our hours employ.
yours. Why ? because you are faithful to
were pesent Dr. Murray, Rev. Mr. O ’Connell,
tenderly
impressed
with
a
sense
of
her
responsi
that
so
the
glory
of
Almighty
God,
who
has
gathering
a
promising
congregation,
and
where
I see thee as when Sabbath eve
grace, and have fulfilled terms and conditions
Rev. Dr. Pusey and family. * * * * An ani
Had gathered us, our hymns to sing,
to gain a secine the favor of God? No: in bility,—and few, we think, without higher rc purchased to himself an universal Church, by a church is now in progress, has reached
mated and very interesting conversation, tou
the
precious
blood
of
His
dear
Son,
may
be
New-York,
and
is
at
present
engaged
in
soli

Each, willing worldly ways to leave,
finitely higher cauce ; “Ye are Christ’s and solves of faithfulness in the discharge of mater
ching the fundamental points of Catholic doc
showed
forth,
and
the
salvation
of
all
men
be
citing
funds
for
the
church.
More
than
one
All, hoping holy thoughts to bring.
Christ is God’s.” 1. Cor. III. 23.
nal duties.
set forward.”
Ib.
third the amount required has been subscribed trine, took place between the Rev. Dr. Pusey
J. IL
And yet methinks I hear again
The mind of Robert Phillip is exceedingly in
in
Galveston. The object is commended to and the Rev. Messrs. Meylerand O’Connell.”
Thy little voice in simple prayer,
genious and prolific, and though no ripe scholar
Il would bo interesting to know the uotare
the
favorable attention of those who wish well
Or warbling some familiar strain
Churches without debt.—In some of the
would be ambitious of his reputation as a writer,
to tiiis early effort to establish the Gospel in of this conversation ; but at all events, it seems
Repeated oft at evening there.
Domestic Missionary stations, as well as else
rather strange that clergymen of the Establi
many who value themselves upon their erudition
Texas.
where, serious embarrassments have arisen
I see thee as when ruddy glow
shed Church should appear to sanction by
might well covet the measure of usefulness to
from the attempt on the part of the people to
Had vanished at the tyrant’s tread,
their presence ceremonies and doctrines in di
which, by singular dilligence in the cindloyment erect comparatively expensive churches with SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OE THE MANA
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESS.
I see thee, and my hot tears flow,
rect opposition to their own (professed) prin
of the talents committed to him, he has attaine.d out duly counting the cost. The Senior Mis GERS OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL ciples.
Still and alone among the dead!
ORPHAN ASYLUM OF LOUISVILLE.
This work, together with the other volumes of sionary Bishop, in the address above men
When Englishmen travel into foreign coun
Those childish moments come again,
CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
tioned,
holds
the
following
language
011
this
“The Ladies’ Closet Library,” may be found
The Managers of the Prot: Epis: Orphan tries, it may be all very well that they should
When once I thought, how sweet’twouldbe
subject:
at Mr. James’ Bookstore, 26 Pearl St.
Low in the quiet church-yard lain
Asylum, have so little of interest to lay witness proceedings of this description, for
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1841.
“I must here lift up my voice in solemn
in that position they give scandal to no one,
To rest, and slumber there with thee.
warning against the ruinous practice of erect- before the friends of this institution, at this because it is perfectly well understood bv all
And years have fled, and here alone,
Two Hundred Illustrations of the Holy ting and adorning churches before funds have meeting, as to render any report, except that
that they are present merely out of curiosity
1 dream above thy dreamless sleep,
THE GENERAL CONVENTION.
Bible, consisting of views in the Holy Land, to been secured. What anxiety has been expe of the treasurer almost unnecessany.
They as spectators ; hut when this is done in Eng
Of bright hopes flown, and loved ones gone,
We offer our readers to-day a brief account gether with many of the remarkable objects men rienced during the past twelve months, in se are thankful, however, that the little they have land, the place where their regular functions
And turn me from thy grave to weep.
veral of our parishes, in consequence of heavy
to say, is of a cheering character; that the as clergymen are supposed to be discharged,
of the two'first days of the General Convention. tioned in the Old and New Testaments: repre
Why should I weep? Eternity
debts which wheie pressing upon them and
without any explanation of the why and the
senting
Historical
events,
copied
from
celebrated
Our correspondents obligingly promise full
Hath only borrowed time below.
they wereunable to meet! In some cases I am children have during the past year, enjoyed wherefore, and the circumstances under which
pictures,
principally
by
the
old
masters:
the
Why should 1 vainly weep for thee,
notes of the proceedings for our next. The
aware that the difficulty arose from the failure good health and are, they hope gradually im it took place, I think it is calculated to give
landscape scenes, made from original sketches, ta
When thou its holy bliss dost know.
of individuals to fulfil their promises and pay proving in such things as will be most usaful just offence and scandal, and therefore requi
session will be one of unusual intcreat, and
ken on the spot, with interesting letlcr-prcss de up their subscriptions.
But there have been to them in the stations which they will here res to be noticed with reprobation.
But sister trust that not in vain
from present appearances, unusually pro
scriptions, chiefly explanatory of the engravings instances where recklessness marked every
These glimmerings of the pxst were given,
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
after fill.
tracted.
To soothe each earthly care and pain,
and of numerous passages connected with the his step, as if the admonition of the apostle, owe
A Looker On.
The number of children i.s about the same
We commend the daily use of the following
And bind my heart to thee and heaven.
tory of the Sacred Scriptures. Bv Robert Sears. no man any tiling, did not as well apply to
that it has been for two or three years: those
prayer to our readers during the session:
TValchlowcr.
Bishop Moore.—We had the gratification
Fifth Edition. New York : R. Sears, 1S41. pp. vestrymen or trustees as individuals. The
plea that a handsome church a good organ, who have been received, filling the vacancies ofhearing this distinguished prelate and vene
“Almighty and everlasting God, who by 204. 8 vo.
&c., are necessary to attract attention should
rable Christian preach on Sunday morning be
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
thy Holy Spirit didst preside in the councils
This Work, a copy of which has been laid never be urged by a Christian—and, in my occasioned by the binding out of such as could
fore the last, (Sept. 26,) in the church of St.
he
spared
from
the
Asylum.
It
is
much
THE CONTRASTof thy blessed Apostles, and hast promised, upon our table, has been widely and variously
estimation, it is valueless and false. Our ob
Stephen’s—one of the first in which he ever
regretted
by
the
Managers
that
the
number
of
The star of civil liberty, of education, of through Jesus Christ, to be with thy Church noticed, and in spite of efforts in certain quar ject is to bring souls to Christ through the
ministered.
Commerce &c., in countries where the influ to the end of the world, we beseech thee to ters to retard its circulation, has passed through riches of his grace, to raise up a spiritual inmates should be so limited, scarcely ever
This excellent man is now upwards of eigh
ence of the church of Rome predominates, be present with the Council of thy Church, four large editions, and the demand has, we un kingdom of humble and sanctified worshipers exeeding a dozen;—that in such a place as ty years of age, and though in his trembling
may be usefully contrasted with the state of now assembled in thy name and presence. derstand, nearly exhausted a fifth. In these The Cross therefore, with its sacred, reviving Louisville, where there must be so many hand and faltering tones you preceive the traits
and holy doctrines, urged with energy and
such eountfies as have happily been emanci Save them from all error, ignorance, pride times, however, the extensive circulation of a meekness upon every man’s conscience in the needing such a home, so few avail themselves of “eld,” yetis not his heart cold in the ser
vice of his Maker, nor his understanding (lul
pated from that oppressive yoke. The differ and prejudice; and of thy great mercy vouch work is no sure criterion of its intrinsic merit— sight of God, is the point of attraction; while of the privileges here offered them.
led by the pressure of worldly circumstance,
We have endeavored to make it known or ibe passage of many years. Without any
ence is so stiking and so universal, that it is safe, we beseech thee, so to direct, sanctify its very defects, if noticed in a certain way, may our own personal conformity to the precepts
bring
it
into
notice,
and
it
may
be
purchased
and
of
the
Saviour,
constantly
exemplifying
in
through the public prints, and we here repeat pretension to extraordinary powers of decla
impossible to attribute it to any other cause and govern them in their present work, by
read almost in proportion as it is abused.—The our walk and conversation whatever is lovely it for circulation, that we are prepared to mation, (a gift limitted to so few of our clergv,
than the true one. A letter just received from the mighty power of the Holy Ghost, that
illustrations are, in general, coarsely done, and and of good report, will be of greater use than receive all such as come within the design of and indeed to our public speakers of every
a correspondent in Switzerland contains the the comfortable Gospel of Christ? may be
When the
description,) the preaching of Bishop Moore,
the whole getting up of the work indicates, we the most splendid decorations.
the Institution. We wish it also to be dis
following picture of cantons, which all travel truly preached, truly received, and truly fol
Lord
has
blessed
our
basket
and
our
store,
let
even
in the present decay of his physical pow
are sorry to say, more of the tact of the “Trade,”
us devise liberal things for the tabernacle of the tinctly understood, that persons wishing to ers, is marked by an emphasis and an im
lers who have compared Fribourg with Gene lowed in all places, to the breaking down the
than of scholarlike skill and ability. It is,
kingdom of sin, Satan and death, till at length however, well worth (for youthful readers) the Most High; but, while few in number, and li place a child in the Asylum, must apply to pressive earnestness, that assure the hearer of
va, can attest the truth of:
mited in recources, let us never dare to think one of the Managers, they alone being the pure mind and incorrupt heart of his spi
the
whole of thy dispersed sheep, being moderate price asked for it. Though abounding
EXTRACT.
we can build up the Church by means which
ritual guide. He has all the dignity of the
authorized to receive or reject applicants.
“Since the happy termination of the affair gathered into onefold, shall become partakers ia errors, they are not of such a nature, or of such are altogether opposed to the first principles
Apostolic Bishop, superadded to Ahe gentle
We shall attempt no other appeal to those
Jb.
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Three Experiments, German Selections, Floral Bi on all hills of the second year, of fifteen per cent, the ble, Bridge’s Christian Ministry, Keith’s evidences,
The Fifty-Sixth annual Convention of the the Venerable Archdeacon Manning is to be casions of public worship, as the limits of the work ography,
Flora’s Lexicon, Flower Garden, Scrip third year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent ot Christianity, Mcllvaine’s do., Bacon’s Lives of
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will
Diocese of New-York, was held in St. Paul’s appointed Bishop of Malta. Should this be be found sufficiently copious for ail the ordinary ture Library, Opie’s Cure for Scandal, Women of years.
the Apostles, Seeker on the Catechism, Jay’s Pray
2. To those who send pupils for three or more ers, Alead’s do., Alcjlvaine’s Justification by Faith,
Chapel, New-York, on Wednesday, Thurs the case, the .diocese of Chicester will lose one purposes of public and social worship. The An England, Year Book, Thomson’s Seasons, Wain
wright
on
Education,
Jay
on
Marriage,
&c.
&c.
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to
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have
been
selected,
as
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be
Christian Youth's Book, Advice to a Young Chris
day and Friday of last week.
On Wednes- of the most able and indefatigable members it
eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the tian, Miss Coxe’s Life of Wycliffe, Tappan on the!
seen on inspection, with special reference to the Fes •July 17.
day Mr. John S. Kidney and Stephen Patter can boast of, and at a time when its loss will tivals and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead
Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including Will, Day do. do., My Saviour, Metropolitan Pul
rs. wood win give instructions in land washing amounting as the several items do to about pit, Dick on Covetousness, Jenks Devotion, Church
son were admitted to the holy order of dea be most seriously felt.—Church Intelligencer. of a figured bass, the music has all been carefully
scape, figure, and miniature drawing, and £180,) will be £150.
arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, from the
man's Manual, Burton’s History of the Chtirch;
cons. The Rt. Rev. Bishop Smith of Ken
will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
3. When three or more daughters of one family
conviction that many performers on those instru
Uis Grace the Archbishop of York has ap ments have not had the oppon unity to perfect them street., between Vine and Walnut streets. A few 01 are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per Life of Wilberforce (2 vols,), Correspondence of do.
tuck, and the venerable Bishop Chase of Illi
Symington on the Atonement, Sutton on the Sacra
nois, were both present. After electing only pointed the Rev. Dr. Hook, vicar of Leeds, to selves sufficiently in the science of music, to play her paintings may he seen at the Exhibition of the cent will be made on all their hills.
ment, Alexander’s Evidences, Alexander oh the Ca
Academy
of
Fine
Arts,
near
the
Post
Otlice.
4.
When
more
than
five
and
less
than
ten
pu

the
harmony
with
facility,
even
of
plain
psalmody,
nons, Walk about Zion, Memoir of BuchanSn, Sim
two clerical, and the four lay delegates to the a cannonry in York Minster.
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif eon on the Liturgy, Blackaller’s Liturgy, Private
from figures.
The Duke of Rutland has built a new school It will be seen that, the pages of the work are en
General Convention, the Convention adjour
teen per cent on all charges will he made, and when Thoughts, Todd's Truth Made Simple, Todd’s Lec
the number is more than ten, a deduction ot twenty tures to Children, Word to Women, Rudirnenta
room, in connection with Backewell Church, riched with a variety of original compositions, pre
A CARD.
ned sine die.
pared expressly for mis collection, and also with pie
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants of per cent.
Derbyshire, at his own expense.
of the Church, Way of Escape, Minister’s Family,
One hundred dollars must be paid at the be Christian Experience, Christianity Virtdi'cafed, How
ces from various English authors, not usually to be Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the
The Lord Bishop of Worcester has subscri met wsth in this country.
above, I beg leave t.o say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh ginning of every term; and all money for the use shall 1 govern my School, Scenes in our Parish, &c*
At a special meeting of tire Standing Com
bed the munificent sum of <£100 in aid of the
The Church Choir, for the short time it has been ter of Wm. Daniell, Royal Academician of London, of the pupils must he left, with the Principal. No hills
Many of the above cannot be had at any other
mittee of the Diocese of New-York, held on
published, has been very favorably received by Pro- favorably known to artists as one of the most accom to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the store in the city, and the prices in general it is be-?
Birmingham Church Building Society.
term
hills
are
not
paid
within
ten
days
after
the
close
the 27th of September, Messrs, Flavel S. Mi
lessors and friends of sacred music. The following plished painters of England. Parents desirous ol
lieved are unusually low.
are selections from among numerous notices of it.
having their daughters instructed in tlie beautiful ait of any term, a draft will be drawn and the expenses
nes, and Philemon E. Coe, ordained minis
July 17.
W. BURTON.
charged.
“
To
those
who
are
in
want
of
a
new
book,
we
of landscape and figure drawing may here have an
Confidence of Love.—The brightest part of love
ters of the Presbyterian denomination, and
Address
Rev.
R.
J.
Germain,
Chaplain,
Principal
can
recommend
the
C
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C
hoir
,
very
handsome

% ZOUNG LADIES’ Education.—Mr. and Mrs
opportunity seldom to he met with. Having seen
is its confidence. It is that perfect, that unhesitating
Mr. Horace Hills, jun. a licentiate of the same reliance, that interchange of every idea and every' ly got up,—and well stored with classic church Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and received instructions teacher and Head of the family, St Alary's Hall. K
LIVINGSTON VAN DOREN, after a re
Burlington,
N.
J.
tunes
in
their
proper
identity.
It
is
compiled
by
cess
of some 5 years, have resumed the duties of Ff.-.
from
her
in
a
member
of
my
own
family,
I
can
bear
denomination, were recommended to the Bish feeling, that perfect community of all t he heart’s
Professor Muenscher, of the Gambier Seminary, O- testimony to her faithful as well as eminently skil To thefriends of Christian Education in the Church. male Instruction. They have selected the city of
op to be received as candidates for Orders in secrets, and the mind’s thoughts which binds two hio, whose musical talents and taste are not entire ful
exertions for her pupils.
St. Marv’s Hall is just completing its fourth year. Cincinnati as the most desirable location ifi the West
beings together, more closely, more dearly, than the
the Church.
The undersigned, having originated the enterprise for their contemplated Institution. It shall be their
,
Henry V. D. Johns.
dearest ofhuman lies—more than the vow of passion ly unknown among us. We consider it a recom
and taken a constant share in it§ prosecution, has aim in their present Institute, to afford Young La
At the same meeting of the Committee, or the oat.!) of the altar. It is that confidence which, mendation of the book, that it is mostly made up of Cincinnati, April 8, 1841.
tunes that are no strangers in our churches—tunas
thus far borne no public testimony to the working of dies an opportunity of obtaining in the West, as
Reference may also be made to t he
Messrs. James J. Bowden, James W. Coe, did we riot deny its sway, would give to earthly appropriate to our services, and selected with some
the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in his ‘Ap thorough, i.i tensive, and finished an education, as can
love a permanence that we find but seldom in this
itr. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D.
William Everett, Benjamin J. J. McMaster, world.
view to particular Psalms and Hymns of our books.
peal
to Parents, for Female Education on Christian he hud in the most celebrated female seminaries iff
Rev. C. Colton, 1). 1).
We hope by the introduction of such collections as
Principles.’ It was then his expectation that at the Northern or Eastern States;
and Charles Seymour, were in like manner re
Rev. J. T. Brooke.
this, we shall preserve our own good and truly sa
Iiqping had fifteen years’ experience in superiftleast four years would be required for the developecommended as candidates for Orders ; and
roent of the principles of the institution, and matur tehding extensive Institutions for youh'g Ladiek,
If a man is alone in doing his duty, he lias cred music.”—Christian Ii'ilncss, Boston.
Stephen Patterson, received the testimonials
XFORD DIVINITY compared with that of ing and settling its plans. lie considers that this thirteen of which were in the city of New-York and
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the
the more reason to be thankful to God and importance of selecting suitable church music, says:
the Romish and Anglican churches, with a is now fully, done: and he therefore feels that, it is its vicinity, at the head of one of the then largest
of the Committee for Deacons’ Orders.—
special view to the illustration of the doctrinehis
of duty to declare, to all whom it may concern, his and most distinguished female seminaries in the
not be ashamed of it before men.
“ One of the newest collections we have, ‘The
CAwrc/wntm.
justification
by faith, as it was made of primary im entire satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad East, they hope to merit and receive the continued
Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of
the best, so far as 1 have examined, for the use of portance by the reformers ; and as it lies at the ministration of St. Alary’s Hall; and his conviction patronage of an enlightened public.
A peice of Egyptian antiquity has recently the Episcopal Church, and any choir which lias a foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel of that it deserves the full confidence and the liberal
The Institute is now open for the reception of
Lord Jesus Christ ; by the -Rt. Rev. Charles patronage of the friends of Christian Education in pupils, who are received at any lime or age.
[he Queen Dowager.—Many are the in- been brought to light.
It is a grand tableau selection to make, would do well to .take this collec our
P. M Ilvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegant8vo. volume the Church. Il is to such that the appeal has al
tion.”
Young Ladies desirous of finishing their educa
ices recorded, from time to time, of the or picture, discovered in the tombs of Beni
1 heology for the People, in a series of discourses ways been made, and is now: St. Mary's Hall hav tion in the higher studies, or qualifying themselves
“We are glad to see that the author of the
al munificene of the worthy and estimable Ilassau near Cairo, representing the arrival of ‘ Church Choir,’ has'adapted it to the wants of our on the catechism oi the Protestant Episcopal church, ing been founded and unformilv conducted as a for teaching, will find the above Institute to afford
by giving a much larger share of music a- by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo., price Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected special advantages.
:en Dowager; but never has it fallen to Josephs brethren in Egypt.
Joseph, in the church,
dapted to our service, than it is usual to find in .$2,50. lor sale at the Episcopal Depository.
on account of their religious profession. AJ] are
'Perms made known oh application at the School
lot to record a more pleasing case than costume of an officer of State appears in the books of this kind. In another respect we believe
welcome. And a large number of its inmates have rooms, at present in Centre-street, between Race
VYalasit
Mi£i«
Cemetery.
tins
work
to
be
preferred
to
many
of
the
most
popu

always been of such as did not profess and call them and Vine.
following, which has lately come to act of presenting his brethren to a viceroy of
lar collections of music ; the words set to the music
Satisfactory testimonials from many highly dis
OTS in this Cemetery, laid out on the grounds selves Churchmen. But ils training and its tenden
knowledge, and for the accuracy of the reigning sovereign, in whose tombs the have
not been socinianized. In one other respect,
belonging to Lane Seminary, are offered for cies have always been and will always be in accord tinguished gentlemen and their former patrons in the
ich we can vouch. A gentleman of the tableau was found.
too, the arrangement of this will be considered by sale.
ance with the doctrine, discipline, and worship of East, may be seen at any time when desired.
some, as being an advantage over most other collec
The ground is near enough to the city for conve the Protestant Episcopal Chnrch: and it is matter of
ae of Blake, one of the pages to her M&REFERENCES IN THIS CITY.
tions of church music; the several parts intended nience, and yet distant enough to be free from inter devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from
Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D., Rev. J. T. Brobke,
y, was stretched upon a bed ol sickness,
*** The Series of Bible-Class Questions com for the Organ and Piano, are written on the stall, as ruption, and to secure that retirement so desirable within its walls many have gone out, to carry with
Rev. B. P. Aydelott, D. D. ~
~
Rev. --------H. V. D. Johns,
was found to be approaching his end. menced in our last, will be resumed next week. is customary in music for the Piano. It has not, to the repose of departed friends.
them the principles which were here imbibed or con
Rev. L. Beecher, L). D.
Rev.
L.
G.
Bingham,
therefore, any figured bass.”—Chroniclcof theChurck,
Those wishing to purchase lots are requested to firmed: and, ‘adorning in al! things the doctrines of
r Majesty, with that solicitude which she
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
Dr. Daniel Drake,
These Questions are from a source entitling them Ncio Haven, Conn.
inquire of Mr. Stephen Burrows, corner of Fourth God our Saviour,’ to prmote, we trust, in the sta
Dr. J. Locke,
aces for even the lowest menial in her
N. Baker.Esq.
A
distinguished
Professor
of
music
remarks,
that
and Vine Streets, Cincinnati; or of Mr. Ford, at the tions in which Providence shall place them the
to
the
highest
respect.
aug.
21.
—
2
ms.
isehold, was particular in her enquiries af“after a careful examination of the ‘Church Seminary, who w ill also give direction to the Sexton same sacred influence in others
McIlvaine on Justification.
Choir,’ I most unhesitatingly pronounce it the best of any interments to be made.
June 15 25 6m
In conclusion, the undersigned, with the very best
him day by day, and on learning from his
of music for the Psalms and Hymns of the
possible opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and TSAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish
On Thursday 7th instant, by the Rev. J. T. collection
dical attendant that but faint hopes were
P. E. Church, whieiibas ever fallen under my obser
without any qualification, recommends St. Ahtry‘8 jL er, Columbus, has just published JusTiFtCATiof
Kitciicii Furuiture.
ertained of his recovery, she proceeded Brooke, Mr. S amuel P. Bishop, to Mrs. Eliza vation. I am particularly gratified to find in the
Hail to all who desire a place for the education of by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.
A
GENERAL
assortment
ot
Kitchen
Furniture,
Charles I’. McIlvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot,
their
daughters:
hout delay and unattended to his bed-side, beth Hunter, daughter of the late Rev. John First Part so many favorite airs retaining their o- YJ1l G
Groceries, Queensware, Glasswar W aiters,
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol. Price, hand
riginal composition, with the additional harmony so Tea-Trays, dice. For sale by
1.
As
a
healthy
and
delightful
residence,
and
a
I spoke sweet words of comfort to the dy- Blair Hoge, of Va.
somely bound, 37Jcts. The work may be had of Alyfri
eminently characteristic in the work.
safe
asylum.
Maj
D. K. CADY.
man, bidding him to rely upon the all“The Chants and Anthems of Part Second are
2. As a domestic institution, another home, in A. Aliller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P
unrivalled in their arrangement and complete melo
which pupiis and teachers live together as one Rritcliards, Granville; Ed. Lucas &Co. Cincihhati
icient merits of his Saviour for acceptance
DIED.
Office and Residence cf Dr. Lawrence,
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of IL Hook
dy ; and I am happy to say that I have daily risen
family.
hhis God, when the things of this world
3. As a Seminary of sound and thorough instruc er, J. Whetham, George W. Donohue, and R. S
On Saturday morning 9th ir.st at 2 o’clock, Louisa, from either its private or public rehearsal, with no
at dr.waldo’s, third street,
ich were fast fading from him, should have
satisfaction, that a work so greatly needed
tion in all the usual branches of useful and elegant George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s
only daughter of the Rf.v. John. T. Brooke, aged ordinary
Near the Post Office.
Washington City, at William Al. Morrison’s; New
in the church, has at length been supplied.”
learning.
’ed upon his mortal sight. She begged
May
22.
eighteen months.
no 21
“ This (‘ The Church Choir’ ) is a neatly printed
4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and York. Swords. Stanford & Co., D. Appleton A
i to feel quite comfortable as to his wife
volume of church music of over four hundred pages,
Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily- wor Go., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos
“Alas ! how chang’d that lovely flower,
family, for that she would provide for
B • HI. BISSELL,
published by our enterprising citizen, Air. Isaac N.
ship, and instruction in sacred things; and in which itory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sundai
Which blomed and cheered my heart 1
Whiting. From a hasty examination of the work,
the knowledge of salvation, through faith which is School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and B
m, and to pass the few short hours that re
exchange broker,
Fair fleeting comfort of an hour,
we should judge it would be a valuable acquisition to
in
Christ Jesus, is held and taught to he the most ifc W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s am
bl
est
Third
Street,
ined to him on earth in preparing to meet
a musical library. We say acquisition, because we
desirable knowledge, and growth in grace, through Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker & Brew
IIow soon we’re called to part!
Feb. 1841.
Cincinnati, Ohio
God, and the coming judgement.
Such
do not believe one book sufficient for any scientific
sanctification of the Spint, the great end of human ster, and James B. Dow's; Pittsburgh, J. J. Ka
& Co.
Aud shall my bleeding heart arraign
choir. It contains, besides a large number of old
life.
Ms of camfort, we may hope, produced
_ , „
Indiana Scrip.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
standard tunes, which have been sung in the church W XT ANTED by
That God, whose ways are love ?
G. W. DOANE,
ir proper effect, and that the spirit of the
ever since the days of Luther—a great variety of » V
NOTICE?—————- ---Bishop of New .Jersey.
I. M. BiSSELL.
Or
vainly
cherish
anxious
pain
'arted will have reason, through eternity,
beautiful pieces by some of the mod eminent compo
Riverside, Feb. 8, 1841—5w.
West Third Street.
OCTOR DRAKE wishes to inform those w‘h
For her who rests above?
sers of the present day. There are some 134 pages
' may desire to communicate with hiru profei
raise his Redeemer for sending such a mesdevoted to Anthems, Sentences and Chants, select
sionally or otherwise, that lie will not return t
No!—let me rather humbly pay
?er of mercy to comfort him in his dying
FURNITURE
AUCTION
ROOMS.
IVES
&
SHAW,
ed with special reference to the Episcopal service ;
Louisville till the commencement of the Medici
Ohediance to his will,
ments. A few days after his decease, her
among which we notice some of great merit; which,
MERCHANTS and tailors,
FffVHE subscriber has regular sales by auction, of Lectures, the first of November, till when he ma
to
a
choir
of
the
church,
would
be
more
than
the
And
with
my
inmost
spirit
say,
jesty sent for the sorrowing widow, who
Jl_ Household Furniture, at his ware-rooms, No. be foundat the house of his son-in-law, Alexander I
Ao. Il, IPcst Third Street.
priceof the book. We would say to our musical
“The Lord is rigteous still.”
8 Rogers’ Row, Fourth street, between Main and McGuffey, Third st, oposite the Bazaar.3 left with a family of seven children, and
friends, examine n.”—Cross and Journal, Columbus.
Mav 8.
Walnut, every Wednesday morning at 9 o clock.
inunced her intention of allowing her a
Tire Church Choir is for sale at Al. C. Youngia. E. niiKWSTEIt,
From adverse blasts and low ring storms,
Consignments are respectfully solicited.
Shalser Ware.
glove
’
s
bookstore,
Cleveland
;
O.
B.
Bebee
s
store,
ision of £100 a year, and a residence in
S T O C K A N D EXCHANGE
ALSO—A general assortment of Cabinet ware,
Her favor’d soul lie bore;
UST received, a new lot of the above kind
Cuyahoga Falls; Meyers & Miller's store Gambier:
Chairs, &c., for private sale at prices to suit the
shy Park, so long as that continued her
And with yon light angelic forms,
ware—Wash-Tubs, Foot-Tobs, Churns ar
L53
QED
Levi Brooks’ store, Mt. Vernon ; Samuel Wells'
times.
Buckets, painted and unpainted.. For sale by
perty. She desired her to send such of
She lives to die no more.”
bookstore, Newark ; A. P. Prichard's store, GranCINCINNATI,
sept 4-3m
J. H. WOODRUFF.
May
D. K. CADY.

prayers were read by the Rev. Samuel Cutler

her family as were of sufficient age to school
the neighbourhood, at her expense, and
that as they grew up she would provide for
them. What Englishmen does not feel a real
pleasure in becoming acquainted with such
princely’ acts of benevolence in the widow ol
our late beloved Sovereign, and in knowing
that this nation has placed it within her power
to display by’ such instances as these, the
kindness and nobleness of her queen-like na
tu re.—Ch ellenham Ch ronicle.

!>]« bishop reading the ante-cominunion service. A in

A

Publisher and Bookseller, No. 26, Peurl Street,
Cincinnati.
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£l)c Western (fipistopcil ©bsewcr.

V’SESS

®be domestic Circle.
CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF

THE “YOUNG LADY’S COMPAN

ION," “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES.” “LIFE OF
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETC-

gratelul, who, rather than make their wants
Lnnwn ™.r
i.
,
known, preferred to toil and suffer, like her in
whose presence they had been thrown, even
while sickness laid upon them its blighting
hand.

aii-,f,hnc i,
,
dl1 ot lhcse have some reference to our neighbor,
y
Every act that we perform, has some effect upon
others, aud this effect must be either for good or
for evil. Now, if we are truly in charity, we
will be careful in all we do end say, that good
instead of evil shall be the result to our neighbor.
And the good or the evil which is of most im
portance is that which affects the internal or spi
ritual part of those around us; for from thence
comes individual happiness or misery. I)o vou
understand me?”
“I think I do,” said Mrs. Mayfield, thought
fully. “But I never took such a view of charity
before.*’

- K II S • (•:

I C s OK THE

PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE

Extract of Saraaplarilla,

WESTERN EPISCOPAL OBSERVER.
VOLUME XI.

Arraxgf.mlt? having been made to publish the
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
close of the present volume in December next, the
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to
the West, and so convenient lor the earlv reception
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of ihe
paper. With a view the more effectually lo secure
these ohiecls, the Proprietor liasinvitid and obtained
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Hec
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. Tinpaper will therefore, from the commencement of tin
next (theXI) volume be issued under the joint pdi
torsliip of the subscribers, and printed and published
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and pul
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines othe Gospel which it lias always held and defended
as essential to piety ot heart and life; and us an
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Ii is the design ol the editors to establish such cor
respondence with the Atlantic cities us will secure
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
establishment and progress of the Church through
ut the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chaunci-.y Colton,
Wm. J YUKSO.n,
John T. Brooke,
H n t y V. 1). Johns

OR the cure of Scrofula, Syphilis, Cancer, Le
prosy, Salt Hlieunt, Erysipelas, tpc.
From the New World.
Bristol's Extract of Sarsuparillu.—Tins is one o
the few advertised rueuicines that cannot be stigma
tized with quackery. We invite the attention of
those interested to the strongly certified case of cure
related by Mr. Bristol, in our advertising columns.
Sarsaparilla, it is well known, is one of the most ef
ficient, and at the same lime innocuous agents in
the whole muttria medico, and by far the best and
purest preparation of it is that offered by Bristol.

F

Geucrnl 1’roti‘slaut Episcopal Sunday Reboot
luiuu.

Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.

$4 00
Union Primer, per hundred,
Prot Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
1 75
do
2 00
do
do
do
do
2 75
do
do
do
do
5 50
do
do
do
6 50
do
Questions on the S S Books,
3 0b
uo
First Truths,
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,)
1 75
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short
questions and answers.)
do
3 00
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bish
Hobart,) stiff covers,
do
12 50
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
b 00
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
I le,
do
4 00
Church Catechism,
do
1 50
‘ianual of Short Prayers for Children,
2 75
Duty to God,
do
50
Church Primer,
do
1 75
Sunday-school office of devotion: do
3 00
Sunday-school Psalms and Hyntris,
8 Ob
Harmony of the Creeds,
do
3 00
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 3 Ob
Collects from the Prayer Book, do
300
Questions on the Collects,
do
II00
< atechism on the Collects,
do
3600
Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, 10 00
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 Oil
Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
do
60 00
Quest on St. Matthew part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
do
12 59
do
2,
do
12 50
do
do
3,
do
do
12 50
The Acts,
1,
do
12 50
do
do
2,
do
do
do
3.
do
8 (!0
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above price*
is allowed lo Sunday-sc bools auxiliary to the Union.

After sitting for a short time longer, and mak
ing various inquiries as to the woman’s name,
Or, WIIAT IS CHARITY?
wants, &c., Mrs. Allison told her that if she
BY T. S. ARTHUR.
would let Ellen, as she called her daughter, come
Concluded.
to her house in the course of the afternoon, she
On the ensuing afternoon, Mrs. Allison called would send her a number of little things which
This invaluable Medicine has won by its own
For Mrs. Mayfield, and they went to look after she perceived that she warned.
meri s a reputation for extraordinary cures ex
ceeding that of most others in the catalogue ol
“You are very kind, ma’am,” said the woman,
the poor woman who had asked for alms on the
curatives. Its sterling virtues recommend it to all
her eyes again filling with tears. “But you
who are laboring under cutaneous diseases: and
■_ s ning before.
there is no case so desperate but that hopes may be
The house, bearing the number which she had must let me do some sewing for you, to pay for
entertained of recovery it resort be Had lo tin pre
“The more you think about it,” replied Mrs.
paration. Maladies universally supposed by t e
named as that indicating her residence, was an them. I can work yet; and while I can work,
Allison, “the clearer 1 am sure you will perceive
•most eminent writers on medical sul-j cts to be in
old, comfortless looking frame tenement. Their it would be wrong to take that charity of which
curable. have been, in every instance where this Ex
it. But only when you attempt to live by this
iruct has been used and proper! v persevered in, com
knock at the door was answered by the appear so many who are sick, and cannot work, stand in
rule, will you see it in its broad aud beautiful
pletely removed. and the suffering patent lifted, as it
need.
”
ance of a little girl, poorly clad, who showed a
were, front the grave, anti reAored to health and
signification.”
us fulness,—those horrible diseases, Scrofula, Sy
i de and thin, but interesting face.
Her manner was earnest and sincere, and could
That evening Mrs. Mayfield left the house o(
philis, Cancer, Leprosy, Dyspepsia, Salt Rlteuin,
< Docs Mrs. Gore live here?” asked Mrs. Al- not be mistaken. It was evident that it was a
Erysipelas, Neural ic affections, and all the various
her friend with new views and new resolutions,
maladies that are supposed to be entrenched in the
principle in her mind not to receive aid untii she
l’son.
which were, doubt not, brought out into life.
constitution.
could not help herself.
‘•No, ma’am,” said the little girl, timidly.
Lady's Book.
[From the Coneaut (Ohio) Gazette.]
“Blit you are not able, my dear madam,” re
“Do you know her?” inquired the same
Bristol's Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.— We be
plied Mis. Allison, tenderly, “to supply yourself
speaker.
lieve this is the second time we have ever offeied eur
COTTAGE PIETY.
readers any thing in the shape of commendation ol
“No, ma’am,” was the reply. There was a with many things needed in your present feeble
the numerous medicines of the day. but the celebri
momentary pause, when the child, looking ear state of health. And often, to obtain absolute
BY JEREMY SHOUT, ESQ.
ty which the -Extract of Sarsaparilla lias attained
In addition to «he above arran<d;ii-nt for'he responsible ed itorship of ’he OB
not only with those who lia.e used it, but with the
nestly in Mrs. Allison’s face, said, “Won’t you necessaries, you are, no do bl, obliged to toil
SERVER a dt-pirtinenr of it has t een assigin d “• 'he pen of Hie at.’hnr of U
“Early bad they learned
V -u»< toadies' companion.” he ••Life ot Wycliffe?* etc. e»c. 'I he c< L
. un
medical faculty, warrant us fully in recommending
I, r er charge will be mainly devot-d to original ina'ter, or s» lectmiH fti oi o he
beyond your strength, and thus actually to injure
come in and see mother?”
To reverence the volume that displays
ii to those afflicted with cutaneous diseases and oth
<ou tes, chiefly designed ’o gui le and i rwtruc’ yomhfnl mind*. —n trile refeiet.c
I.IBUAUV BOOKS.
vtll be had o’ inti-res ing aud recreaiing hem by 'he r chai • facs rtra" n fron
er diseases of the blood. Most are somewhat ac
The mystery, the life which cannot die.’’
Without replying to the invitation of the yourself. Under these circumstances, you come
»«uue of the vtnoua hranchc'of Natural History and from Na'ural Plitloenpliv
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library
I is Jesig ed 'o enib 11-uh this department of 'lie paper w i'h occasional pienriu
quainted with the properties of the herb and to such 63 vols. I8ino.— nett price 20 cents ench^
"f such s'lhjec’s as ntav be sup posed particu arly in'rreaiii.g.
,•<-»•
child, the two ladies made a motion to enter, and within the circle of those charities which we are
There is no .piety like that in our cottages. tiIIntn'rVi
it will be only necessary lo make assurances, that
of 'he space Under ’hr charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with inalle
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price
it contains its active concentrated principle. It is 15 cents each.
were soon conducted up to the second story, and bound to extend to such of our fellow creatures Go through the land from one end to the other, more particularly mlerearing lo the female portion ol our readers.
highly recommended as such by those who have
Address all ordersJor Books, and all remittance, to
into a meagerly furnished room, where the found as are, while 'willing; unable to provide things —enter, if you will, at every door you pass—
used it, by those eminent among the facility, and by
Gamlner, Ohio, Oct. 29, 184(1.
John W. Mitchh.l, Treasurer, or
malty
of
the
leading
jounta.s
in
the
United
States.
needful
for
health
and
comfort.
”
I have seen with great satisfaction Ihe particulars
a young looking woman, pale and emaciated,
Damh. Dana. Jr., Agent.
seek out the dying in lordly hall, and lowly
Union Depository, 28 Anns!
The poor woman looked her stranger friend in dwelling—and you will find that the humble of the new arrangement with respect lo Ihe pub
supported in a large chair with pillows. She
O
pinions
from
M
dicai
.
G
enti
.
imen
.
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer,
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore
We
are
acquainted
with
the
preparation
of
the
face
for
a
moment
or
two,
and
then,
bursting
hereafter
to
be
called
the
“
Western
Episcopal
Ob

had a gentleman’s waistcoat in her hands, upon
tenants of the humblest roof are often the most
of
ISAAC N. WHITING,
server ” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acres Sarsaparilla, manufactured by C. C Bristol, and
Colaaibus
which she had been sewing. There was an ex into tears, bowed her head upon her bosom, and acceptable in the eyes of their Maker, and that sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of»lbe Itavi g made use of it more or less in our practice,
believe
it
to
contain
an
active
principle
of
Sarsapa

paper,
from
so
great
an
accession
of
slreiigthto
its
sobbed
aloud.
pression of anxious inquiry in her countenance,
in the words of Holy Writ, “not many wise, not
Rev. 1. Co, r-rr’s Eidm of Life.
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati ami rilla, in a highly concentrated form, ami as a prepa
During this ebullition of her over-excited feel many noble are called,” but “God hath chosen Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with ration, we esteem it as one of the best we have ever
NEW and valuable remedy for iIip cure ot
as they entered, and her large bright eyes were
-V
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Crimp It hooping
fixed upon the faces of her unexpected visiters. ings, Mrs. Allison and her friend sat silently, the weak things of this world to confound the all ourwestern ami sooth-western dioceses, while its met with.
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs and
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the pi.bli
J. Trowbridge, M. D. Cvren'us Chapin, M. D.
ll'indpipe. Extensively used and recommended by
She made, at first, a slight and involuntary move awaiting for it to subside. When they arose to mighty.” And there is a philosophy in this. cal ion of whatever internal mutters they may sev
Charles Wiune, M. 1). Moses Bristol, M. D
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been freeJosiah Barnes, M. I). J. E. Marshall, M. D.
ment, as if about to rise, but did not attempt to depart, the former said to her,
The rich have wherewithal to enjoy themselves erally desire to show to the public. With ane i rily
made known.
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
J. E. Hawley, M. D. A. S. Sprague. M. D.
1. (’OVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. l
“You Yvill -send your little girl to my house in this life, and what care they for one to come? a strong subscription, as it certainly will bya vigor
get up from her ehair.
A. Miller, M‘. D.
F. L. Hams, M. D.
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily,
editorship,- 1 feel tiie greatest cheerfulness in
IL R. Stagg, M. D.
«We are looking for a Mrs. Catherine Gore,” this afternoon, Mrs. ----- ?”
But the poor find no peace from toil on earth, ous
lesliinujiials of the highest respectability in favor of
recommending it to the patronage of the communi
his medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and olli.
“0 yes, ma’am. But if ever I can do any and gladly hail the message which bids them to ty.
said Mrs. Allison, as she came forward into the
The following extract of a letter from Dr. J. A. eis, who have become acquainted with its nature and
C
has. P. McIlvaine,
Hyde,
one
of
the
oldest
and
nmst
respectable
prac
thing
to
repay
your
kindness,
you
must
let
me.
room. “Do you know such a person?”
a better and brighter world, where “the weary
effect,—among which are the following:
Bishop of the, Diocese if Ohio. titionsrs in the western section, is given.
“No, ma'am, I do not,” replied the invalid, in I shall feel better for it.”
are at rest.” Then, too, the Sabbath of the cot
L^'•om the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26. 1841!.]
Youngstown, June 11, 1838.
The following is un extract from an article in ff,ai
St. Louis, Nov. 19llt, 1840.
But few words passed between the two friends tager’. They who live in cities, and dwell in
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
a low but pleasant tone of voice, while a slight
paper on ‘Morbus Luryngeus oneionett-runt,' or
I cordially concur in the above.
Dear Sir—I am neariv out of Sarsaparilla again, Bronchitis, by Frank II. Hamilton, 1 rolessor of
smile flitted about her lips. “Won’t you take on their way home. Neither felt much inclined stately palaces in the country, have no idea of
Jackson Kimper,
and if you please you may send me two doz-n hot Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geneva
to converse. When they had arrived at Mrs the soothing calm of this day to the poor man. Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, li'isconsin and Iowa, ties by stage or cars, directed to me at this place.
chairs, ladies?”
Medical College:
.
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
I have frequently prescribed your Compound Fluid
The two visiters seated themselves, as if by Allison’s door, Mrs. Mayfield was invited to All through the weary week, in summer or in
‘ I he Rev. I. CJovert’s ndxlure also now used
Extract of Sarsaparilla fur two years past., with so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
the same impulse, and, after a brief pause, Mrs. come in, and spend the evening. While sitting winter, amid cold, and ruin, and heat, he is com
much advantage, in Chronic diseases, especially in belongs lo the same class of stimulating expector
I cordially concur in the above.
Scrofula and obstinate cutaneous affections attended ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me
at
the
window
half
an
hour
afterwards,
their
at

Allison.said:
pelled to toil for'the scanty pittance which bare
Sami.. A. McCoskhy,
with a scrofulous habit. Also, in secondary syphilis
Bishop of the Diocese if Michigan,. - and in chronic general debility, from almost any dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
«A woman, calling herself Mrs. Gore, told us tention was attracted by a noise in the street, ly keeps his wile and little ones alive—and when
does not impair the lone of the stomach. Ol this
cause.
It generally proves useful. I think your medicine w<- led at liberty to speak, since its com
Lexington, Ky. Dec.
1840.
yesterday that she lived here, in very destitute when, upon looking out, they perceived a drunken the Sabbath morning comes, and he sees all so
Fluid
Extract
the
best
preparation
of
Sarsaparilla
1
The plan of transferring the Gaun ter Observer to
position is not. held from the Profession, and we
circumstances, and that she had several small woman, surrounded bp a number of boys, who tidy about him, while the sun smiles pleasantly a more central point for the whole west, with the ever used.
hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give itto
With
much
respect,
yours
trulv,
tope
of
rendering
it,
in
time,
what
its
new
name
the public. We, therefore, venture to recotnmeud
were calling her ill names, and in various ways through the casement, and there is an eloquent
children,”
J. A. HYDE.
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets
t. having employed it in our own case, and in the
“She must have made some mistake in the di tantalizing her. All at once she ran into the stillness on all without, a feeling of freedom and with ray cordial approbation; and 1 shall be ready,
cases of many others with decided benefit..’
tip
all
times,
to
lend
a
helping
hand,
in
every
way
in
Mr.
C.
C.
B
ristol
,
middle of the street, and taking up a stone, of untold peace comes stealing over his soul,
rection,” remarked the woman.
To all whom il may concern: This may certify
my power, to its able editors ami conductors.
Dear Sir: For the last three or four years, I have that I have examined the Ifev. 1. Covert's iogre
B. B. Smith,
“She said she lived at No. 20,----- street, did hurled it into the crowd of her tormentors. It such as those who have never shared his toils
used in my practice Bristol’s Extract of Sarsaparil dients, compounded under Ihe name of the Paltiio
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky. la. (prepared by yourself,) and almost invariably
bounded along the pavement, and when nearly cannot imagine. If he has a heart, it is melted
she not, Mrs. Mayfield?”
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
with the most marked benefit to my patients. 1 ted to relieve persons of all ages and sex.es afflicted
spent,
struck
a
little
girl
in
the
breast,
ami
into gratitude. If he is a godly man—and do
“Yes, that was the direction she gave; I heard
New Orleans, lnurehWth, 1841.
have prescribed it mostly in chronic diseases of the with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs and
In your paper I recognize an efficient, auxiliary skin and alimentary organs, and also in affections windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
knocked her down. She happened to , be nearly not these very things purify his heart insensibly?
her distinctly, replied that lady.
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel, arising from the impure state of the blood. I can and pains in different parts of the chest, if ndminis
opposite
Mrs.
Allison
’
s
door,
and
that
kind-heart

—he will call his little ones around him, and and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in cheerfully recommend it to the public as a safe and teredjunder suitable circumstances and in appropri
“Then she misled you, for no such a person
dioceses with which I am connected. 1 shall efficacious remedy in the above diseases.
ate doses.
JOSEPH T. I'll NEY,
lives in this house, nor, to my knowledge, in this ed lady rau out, and taking the child in her arms, together they will lift up their thankggiviugs for the
be happy to hear that you have an extended circu
R. G. SNOW, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
brought her into her house. Fortunately, she the blessings of another week. Oh! how often lation throughout Ihe western church. Jt will give
neighborhood,” said the invalid.
Buffalo, August 15, 1838.
Auburn, August 31,1838.
me
pleasure
to
communicate
to
you
from
time
to
■ I am afraid she has deceived us,” said Mrs. was not much injured; and in a few minutes she in some old country house, far, far away from the time, such ecclesiastical inte'ligence as may trans
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I.
From Doctors Wells and Cheney, resident Physi Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
recovered from the shock which the blow and the crimes and cares of ihe tOYvn, have we listened pire within my sphere of labor.
Mayfield.
cians at Canandaigua.
we
do believe it to he one ol the best compounds
Leonidas Polk,
to the morning hymn, sweetly rising in the air, Missionary Bishop of Arkansas,
z
“I am sorry to think that she has,” replied fall had produced.
Canandaigua, Dec. 27, 1838.
for roughs, chronic inflammations, etc., ot which
and, Provisional Bish
We have frequently prescribed Mr. I ristol’s pre we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re“Why, Ellen, is it you, child?” said Mrs. Alli and seeming to go up to heaven all the sweeter
op of Louisiana and Alabama..
Mrs. Allison, “but 1 feared as much.”
paration of Sarsaparilla in our practice, and have al cotnmend its use to all afflicted with the above
son,
in
momentary
surprise,
as
the
little
girl
for the songs of birds and the murmurs of the
ways found it to answer an excellent purpose, in named diseases.
“Well, I’ll agree with you, that it is throwing
TERMS.
.1. W. DANIELS, M. D., ? „
The Western Episcopal Orskkver will be is places where Sarsaparilla was applicable. Our
stream with which it mingled. Yes! we love
away good deeds, to perform them towaids such looked up into her face.
W. J. LOV EJOY, M. D., ( &al,nasued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, 911 pa knowledge of the article has not been limited, and
“
Yes,
ma
’
am,
”
she
replied,
timidly.
You
told
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga.
persons,” said Mrs. Mayfield, with warmth.
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type, we can freely say that it is the best prepatation o
“The sound of hymns
Sarsaparilla
we
have
ever
used.
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusviile.
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms:
“It is too bad to be taken in by impostors in that mother to send me here this afternoon.”
On some bright Sabbath morning, on I lie moor
R. WELLS, M. D.
The nature of the composition ot the Rev. 1. Cov
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
“Well, I am glad, Ellen, that you are not hurt. Where all is still'save praise; and where, hard by,
E. W. CHENEY, M. D.
way!”
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to
Southgate’s Tome.
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
Mrs. Allison did not reply, and after a brief That wicked woman might have killed you; The ripe grain shakes its bright beard in the sun;
TARRAT1VL
of
a
Pqur
through
Armenia,
*M*For certificates and other evidence, enquire of ted that they may he referred to as authority tor its
The fresh green grass, the sun, and sonny brook—
Kurdistan, Persia and Mesopotamia, with an
pause, said to the woman in whose house they though, of course, she did not intend to hurl
SANFORD
<&
PARK.
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases o
All look as if they knew the day, the hour,
Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
Agents for Cincinnati, No. Eas, 4th st.
you.
were,
And felt with man the need of joy and thunks.”
Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity in
is indicated.
July
10,
1841.
“No, ma'am; I know she didn’t; but then, she
these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate.
“You seem to‘be out of health ma’am.”
D. M. Ri k.se, M. D, Professor of Theory and
Graham's Magazine.
2. vols., roy. 12mo.
Practice of Medicine in tiie Albany Medical Col
A feeble smile passed over the features of the is a very bad woman, and won’t do any thing but
The work of which we have given the title in full, Boarding mid Oay School far Young Banlu-s.
beg for money to get drunk on.”
at Ute beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after
CONDUCTED BV MRS. GO (It.
invalid, and she replied:
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo
THE COTTAGE BOY.
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
“Then you know her?” said Mrs. Mayfield.
lValnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
“It has been a good while since I was able to
ries of travel in t e East with which the press has
Mauk Stkphinson, M. D., New York city.
A good clergyman called one day at a cottage teemed for the last two or three years, in that it E ’ HE course of instruction pursued in this esta“I see her a’most every day, ma’am,” replied
Doct. M. McKnight. New York city.
go about much; but still, I can sit up in my
which stood by, the roadside, and asked the wo gives the only comprehensive and full ; econnt of & hlishinent includes all the most important and
J. R. Mitchi il, M. I)., Philadelphia.
the child; “there by our house.”
chair pretty well, and manage to do a little.”
man of the house if she could read; “for,” said Mali omiiiedaiusni and oriental sects and institutions, useful branches of female education, con prising the
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or.John Wilson, M. D.,
following studies; The English and French lan
as
they
re
lly
‘
-xi.-t.
We
have
had
an
abundante
of
“
That
’
s
the
very
woman
we
gave
the
money
lie, “I have a very nice little book,culled “Christ
Albany.
“Have you many children?” inquired Mrs.
hooks of travel, full of interesting personal a ven guages, Willing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi
From the Rev. D. More. — In 1825 my lungs be
to yesterday,” said Mrs. Mryfield, in a low tone, is my only Refuge.” It has done me good, and 1 ture, and giapliic discriptions of seem ry and antiqui- tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Phi.os
Mdyfield.
seriously diseased, and continued so for iipany
hope you will like it loo.” The woman said, tiesihut before the present,no work so full in its expo ophy,-Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles- came
turning
to
Mrs.
Allison.
fourteen
years: and about six years since I was at
“Only that little girl,” pointing to the child,
sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of ihe Lettres, &c.
“
Sir,
1
cannot
read;
but.
1
have
a
little
boy
nine
tacked
with a clnonic hronchitis, which occasioned
“
So
I
thought,
”
replied
the
last
named
lady.
Harp,
Piano-forte
and
Drawing,
with
Landscape
condition
ot
its
various
countries.
Mr.
Southgate
not over eleven years old, who had admitted
years old; he can read, but he is ill in bed.”
me much pain and distress, attended bv difficult
After the little girl had been despatched with “Well,” said the clergyman, “give him this little performed his extensive tour undei the direction of and Flower Painting.
them.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well hreaihing and pains in various pints of the chest.
the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions ot
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co
“And have you no means of support but what various articles which Mrs. Allison thought book, and bid him read it; and I will call another the ProtestarR Episcopal Church in the United as to the inoral and intellectual improvement of the vert's Balm of Lite, and the effect has been, that my
Pupils.
Slates.
Beside
tlie
information
which
the
nature
would
add
to
the
comfort
of
her
mother,
she
re

day.”
you can earn with your own hands?”
Terms and furttier particulars may be known on breathing is about .is before 1 was taken, my chron
of his appointment lead us toexp -cl in his pages rela
ic hronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
When he called again, the woman burst into tive to the peculiar institutions of the country and personal application or by letter.
“NO, ma’am. My husband has been dead turned to the parlor, and on seating herself beside
the p,-rns of the chest have subsided; 1 have great
tears. The clergyman said, “What is the mat to the Christian churches which remain yet scater References—
Mrs.
Mayfield,
remarked
with
a
smile,
confidence
in the Balm of Life, and think il a good
several years.”
Rt. Rev. . P. McIlvaine, D. D., Gen.lit and safe medicine.
ter?” She answered, “Sir, my bov is dead, and ed over its surface, he had added much to our
“
You
can
see
no
w,
I
suppose,
hoYV
we
may
be
knowledge
of
oriental
particular
geography
and
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.,
“How much can you earn in a week by sew
has left you this half penny.” “And did he read
DAVID MORERev. 11. V. D. Johnss» 5 Cincinnati.
more charitable sometimes, by withholding in the li tie book?” “Sir, he was always reading it statistics, and the work is illustrated by a number oi
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
ing,” asked Mrs. Allison.
mans and engravings, that add very much lo its in
Sept. 8, 1846.
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teacher ot
till he could repeat it all. He did not talk of terest and value.
“Sometimes,” she replied, when my cough is stead of giving?”
Languages, iri the Cazenovia Seminary.—'I his cer
Tiie
Flag
Ship:
or
a
voyage
atotind
the
World,
A
C
ard
.
—
Flavingheen
intimately
acquainted
with
any
thing
else
till
he
died;
and
to
the
last
he
“0 yes, I can see it now, plain enough. If
not very bad, and the pain in my side is easier,
the United States Frigate (Columbia; attended by Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
begged that 1 would not give you the book when in
no
one
would
give
to
that
woman,
necessity
her
consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and member of my church, and having had ample- oppor vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate
I can make four vests in a week, and that blings
you called; but thank you, and give you a half bearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George tunities ot observing her couiseas the head of a cold which resulted in a settled influri n.aiioii ot tie
would compel her to go to work. But in giv penny for it. And he begged that 1 would learn C.
Read. By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain tn the Female Seminary I can cordially recon ti.cnd her lungs, the Palm of Lite, after the tiial of several
me in two dollars. ' Cut very often I don't get
Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12ino. Illustrated with school, as one of the best I have ever met with. other medicines for several weeks, (fleeted a grad
through with more than three, and sometimes 1 ing to her, those who think they are doing a good to read that little book. Just before he died, he Engravings.
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in ual hut permanent cure.
deed, are but encouraging her to continue her cried out, “Mother, Christ is my only Refuge—
For sale at the Bookstore of
H. BANNISTERcan only make two.”
England and in this country in female education,
Christ is my only Refuge. Do not part with the
Cazenovia. April 18, 1839.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
and hruigs lo her responsible p-.Cession, a large
. “How much rent do you pay?” inquired Mrs. evil ways.”
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey. D. D-t
share of experience, and sound and varied learning.
“It is from views of that kind,” remarked Mrs. book; it will do for my father.’ ”
Paren's entrusting their daughters to her care, may Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc , in the Au
Allison.
But what did he mean when he said Christis my
Spleustid
Loudon
Rooks.
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
“I pay two dollars a month for this room,” she Allison, “that 1 am led to be very careful how 1 only Refuge? Perhaps another story will explain rpiIE Piet.. rat edition of the Book of Common have every confidence that they will be faithfully ved:
and kindly watched over, when disengaged
give, and to whom I give. It is generally the it to you. There was a poor Irish girl taught io JL Prayer, illustrated' with many handsome en tausrht,
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